
13th June 2022

When you're dealing with professionals who aren't over familiar with the whole truth [such as 
academics, financial advisers, medical doctors, military men, politicians, reporters, teachers, and 
the usual suspects] then their statements should always be carefully analysed.

For example:

Some law enforcement officers use Statement Analysis.

Statement analysis … is a technique for analyzing the words people use to try to determine 
if what they said is accurate.

Proponents claim this technique can be used to detect concealed information, missing 
information, and whether the information that person has provided is true or false.

Proponents say statement analysis has proven effective as a police interrogation technique 
…

Wikipedia - Statement Analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statement_analysis

SCAN by LSI, developed by Avinoam Sapir, is the most effective technique available for 
obtaining information and detecting deception from statements of witnesses or suspects.

 SCAN (analysis of statements) is an essential tool for law enforcement personnel, 
investigators, social service personnel, and anyone else who needs to obtain information 
from written material.

LSI provides SCAN training throughout the US and Canada, and also in Mexico, the UK, 
Israel, Australia, and other countries.

LSI Laboratory for Scientific Interrogation, Inc.
https://www.lsiscan.com/

The assumptions of SCAN are relatively simple.

First, most deceptive suspects do not explicitly lie so much as fail to tell the entire truth.
In other words, most guilty suspects will lie by omitting truthful information rather than by 
providing false information.

Second, a deceptive suspect writes and talks differently than a truthful one, and the structure
and content of truthful and deceptive written statements differ in systemic and patterned 
ways.

 “The deceptive person is working from imagination, according to Sapir, and the 
truthful person is working from memory”
(Lesce, 1990).

Finally, investigators trained in the SCAN method can infer whether a suspect is lying or 
telling the truth by analyzing the content and structure of his written statements independent 
of any case facts.

Police Interrogation and American Justice - Richard A Leo - 2009
Amazon US:   https://www.amazon.com/dp/0674035313
Amazon UK: https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0674035313

Critics classify Statement Analysis as “junk science”.

L.S.I. SCAN
The above mouthful of letters stands for Laboratory for Scientific Interrogation Scientific 
Content Analysis. It also stands for gullibility and wishful thinking.
…
L.S.I. boasts that "while others are out searching for physical evidence, you have already 
solved the case--using only the subject's own words."

The Skeptic's Dictionary - L.S.I. SCAN
https://www.skepdic.com/refuge/scan.html

But statement analysis is just another form of junk science.

Despite its name, there is nothing scientific about so-called Scientific Content Analysis.

Statement analysis in general and SCAN in particular are theoretically vague, if not 
vacuous (Miller and Stiff, 1993; Shuy, 1998; Shearer, 1999) .

The unstated theory of statement analysis appears to be that deceptive and truthful people 
use different types of language because they are drawing on different types of memory (i.e., 
real and nonexistent).

Police Interrogation and American Justice - Richard A Leo - 2009
Amazon US:   https://www.amazon.com/dp/0674035313
Amazon UK: https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0674035313

However, it's absurd to introduce “science” into the contested arena of Law Administration where 
every instance of the truth is ultimately determined subjectively by a single functionary or the 
secret determinations of a small group of specially selected individuals.

And applying the “pseudoscience” appellation suggests there are plenty of butt-hurt bullshitters out
there who have been caught-out by the Statement Analysis technique.

Statement analysis … critics argue that it has not been subjected to objective analysis, with 
most of the studies failing to have used any outside criteria to confirm whether the 
statements were actually true or false. As it has not been proven experimentally and is 
generally unaccepted by courts, skeptics call it an example of pseudoscience.

Wikipedia - Statement Analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statement_analysis

Either way:

Statement Analysis is a tool that provides insights for evaluation.

As with any tool the results depend upon the skill of the operator.

Using a pen                       doesn't automatically turn a   writer           into William Shakespeare.
Using a paint brush          doesn't automatically turn a   painter         into William Turner.
Using Statement Analysis doesn't automatically turn an investigator into Sherlock Holmes.

A skilled investigator like Garland Nixon uses Statement Analysis to produce an enormous number
of surprising and remarkably entertaining insights from a couple of relatively mundane news items.

Biden wants to get out more, seething that his standing is now worse than Trump’s
Frustrations are mounting and the window for a political revival is closing.

Politico - Jonathan Lemire - 5th June 2022
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/05/biden-wants-to-get-out-more-seething-that-his-

standing-is-now-worse-than-trumps-00037278

Biden's Neocons Are Perplexed by Their Long List of Epic Failures
Garland Nixon - 8th June 2022

You Tube: https://youtu.be/pwTkMA0XS8M?t=148

Odysee: https://odysee.com/@garlandnixon:1/the-eu-returns-to-the-stone-age-biden's:f

Rokfin: https://www.rokfin.com/garlandnixon

Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/garlandnixon

Machine Transcript

2:26 let's talk
2:29 about the dear joe biden and his flock of idiots and we're going to actually go over

what they're looking
2:36 at and we're going to see what their problems are and we're going to um see how 

they're
2:43 looking at it and discuss it all right here's an article and it's politico and it's titled 

biden
2:50 wants to get out more seizing that is standing as now worse than
2:55 don't say it the t word trump trump trumpety trump trump these
3:01 um clowns are so concerned with trump and you know
3:07 the worst thing he could ever think oh my god not trump i couldn't be lower than 

trump so let's go and let's see
3:13 what these clowns are talking about here all right president joe biden and his
3:19 aides have grown increasingly frustrated by their inability to turn the tide and you 

know the way i like when i read these these articles i like to go word
3:26  by word and pick them apart you know as i told many people you know in my 

former world as a law enforcement uh official
3:33 as it were at one point i ran the um investigations division and i learned how to do
3:38 statement analysis so we're gonna do some statement analysis and all it is you pull it 

apart um pull a statement
3:44 apart uh sentence by sentence and try to figure out what the person
3:50 is saying so let's look at this because you know this came from the inside somewhere 

president joe biden and
3:56 his aides have grown and that's that's what i'd like to do that's one thing we're going 

to do you're going to go with a person who is trained in state
4:02 and that statement analysis to go bit by bit sentence by sentence and see what we got
4:08 president joe biden and his aides have grown increasingly frustrated by their inability

now what is frustration right
4:14 frustration is when you're trying to accomplish something you're unable to 

accomplish it or you want something to
4:20 happen and you don't know why you don't know how to accomplish it that's where 

frustration arrives you're trying to
4:25 accomplish something a goal or whatever and you don't know why you whatever 

you're doing is not working you get
4:30 frustrated and oftentimes frustrated comes from people that are too stupid to try 

something different all right let's go on there's some fundamental blocks
4:37 that these idiots have but we're gonna get to that by their inability to turn the tide
4:42 against the cascade of challenges threatening to overwhelm the administration right 

so here's what they're saying they're frustrated
4:49 because they're unable what i just say they got a bunch of challenges and they're 

unable to um
4:56 to change do anything about it and look what it says threatening to overwhelm the 

administration they're feeling like
5:03 oh my god we're going to get crushed and i think when they say what's threatening to

overwhelm the administration what
5:09 they're really talking about is the midterms what they're saying is there's a lot of 

problems we don't know
5:15 what to do and we're going to get our asses kicked into midterms and all of those 

things are right you got a lot of
5:21 problems you're too damn stupid to figure out how to fix them you're a bunch of 

ideologue well you're not stupid you're ideologues an idea an
5:28 ideologue um manifests itself as stupidity but it is not stupidity stupidity implies
5:35 your um processing power of your brain but that ain't it it's an inability to think 

outside of a
5:42 very specific overton window okay let's continue
5:47 soaring global inflation rising fuel prices russia's invasion of ukraine a supreme court

poised to take
5:54 away a constitutional right a potential potentially resurgent pandemic a congress too 

deadlocked to tackle
6:01 sweeping gun safety legislation even amid an onslaught of massachusetts you'll 

notice something about all of
6:07 those things you will notice something one of the issues of a sociopath and i
6:12 always get back to these people are sociopaths psychopaths and narcissists right you 

know all of the above
6:18 in some way shape or form they exhibit the traits of all of these you know
6:24 psychopaths their foreign policy they murder and slaughter people without thought 

um sociopaths that what
6:30 associates we know about sociopaths psychopaths they have no conscience but and 

even narcissists what do we know
6:36 about them about a narcissist refuses to take
6:41 responsibility for their actions a narcissist will hit another person and say you made 

me hit you if you wanted
6:50 words of a narcissist is you made me you forced me i didn't want to do it the search 

of
6:55 sick or circumstances forced me a narcissist never ever takes responsibility for the
7:00 action so they're always blaming other people if it wasn't for you i wouldn't had to 

have done this you made me do
7:07 this i had to do this because you they'll never say i chose to do this so what do they 

say
7:12 soaring global inflation nothing we do about that rising fuel prices oh my god we just

looked around in the fuel prices
7:18 it had nothing to do with the sanctions against russia russia's invasion of ukraine well

when russia came to you in
7:24 december with a list of things and said look here's a list but one of them is important 

we want ukraine to be neutral
7:30 and for you to stop filling ukraine full of weapons and they're like oh screw you man 

wait
7:35 listen to you but now russia's invasion of your oh my god how'd that happen who 

could have possibly predicted that
7:42 who saw that coming again the narcissist is not taking responsibility for their part in 

the outcome of the things going
7:49 on around them so what we see is a resurgent pandemic oh my god everything's 

going bad
7:55 a congress too deadlocked a tactical sweeping gun safety congress we could do this if

it wasn't for congress you
8:01 notice the pattern here they are not responsible so if you look at the first two 

sentences what do you
8:06 get the administration is frustrated by their inability to turn the tide against the 

cascade of challenges and then in
8:13 the second sentence they mention all the challenges but nowhere in those in that does

it say we contributed to these so
8:21 let me say this there's only two i've heard this said there's only two things in this 

world
8:28 things that you can control and things that you can't control and whichever one you 

focus on will rule your life they're
8:34  basically saying we're frustrated we can't do anything all these things are happening 

we have no power or authority
8:39 just happened we don't know when we're frustrated because it's like i just walk 

outside and things fall out of the sky
8:44 on me a refusal to take uh responsibility for their actions and we continue
8:51 in crisis after crisis the white house has found itself listen to this listen these words 

either
8:57 limited or helpless in its efforts to combat the forces pummeling them all these poor 

people who would have thought
9:05 the american people are scared of getting nuked by these maniacs starting world war 

three by these
9:11 friggin idiots we're scared we're going to starve to death uh who knows our the econ 

the economy is
9:18 going to crash we're going to lose every dime we got in the market our pensions will 

be gone when the bar market crashes
9:24 we're scared of you can't barely people can barely feed to help their kids and buy fuel

people have businesses and they
9:31 got to buy fuel to run the the um maybe the lawn mowers for their lawn business
9:36 the equipment for their construction business they got to buy two by fours to build 

things and they can't afford it
9:42 and what do they say the white house is is lim help limited or helpless in its
9:47 efforts to combat the forces pummeling them who would have thought that the body 

administration was the victim again
9:53 that's narcissists thought narcissists only think about themselves so whenever you tell

them
9:58 you say your problems to a narcissist a narcissist is always going to say this well 

what about me i'm the real victim
10:04 here the narcissist always thinks they're the victim because they don't give a [ __ ] 

about anybody else there we
10:09 go narcissism talk let us continue morale inside 1600 pennsylvania avenue
10:15 is plummeting amid growing fears that the parallels to jimmy carter another first-

term democrat plagued plagued now
10:22 remember not that the biden administration can do anything they're plagued by 

soaring
10:28 prices and a foreign policy morass they're plagued by that all of the language they're 

doing
10:34 none of it takes responsibility these are things that they're plagued by that just happen
t o them
10:41 it is something that have bedeviled quite a few presidents again the narcissist talk hey

it's not just sure i
10:47 have problems lots of problems but i mean other problems that uh other presidents 

had problems they couldn't
10:53 fix i mean take abraham lincoln now wait a minute he did a pretty good job oh fdr he 

oh that's right fdr kind of won the
10:59 ward fixed thing well but we got like other presidents we got things there's nothing 

we can do about we're plagued
11:05 again lots of things happen on your watch now remember what i'm saying
11:11 all they're going to talk about is the other in this if you read this this thing it's going 

to be the narcissist
11:16 the sociopath things are happening to me that i can't control i'm the real victim
11:22 here there's nothing i can do you will find when you listen to narcissists sociopaths 

that always goes through it
11:30 i'm the real victim here hey you just murdered that guy but yeah but i twisted my arm

while i was
11:35 stabbing him i mean i'm the real victim here that's a sociopath and these people hey 

terrible things are
11:41 going on the people are suffering yeah but we're being pummeled in the white house 

oh by the way hold on uh the cook's coming in here i've got to order
11:46 some of that pan seared trout and i think we're having a little bit of grilled asparagus 

with it in a nice shapely but we're the really ones
11:52 suffering but screw those people out there are starving okay
12:00 now listen to this lots of things happen on your watch but it doesn't mean there's a 

magic wand to
12:06 fix it said robert gibbs a press secondary for president obama the limits you notice 

this the limits of the
12:12 presidency are not well guessed grasped the responsibility of the president is greater 

than the tools he
12:19 has to fix it think about it when he's running for office the president says i'm running 

for office
12:26 put me in charge i'm the man i'm the captain i'm the pope i'm the general i'm the 

emperor i am the commander damn it
12:31 you give me the helm and i will once right to straighten this ship i'll bring us back to 

normalcy that when you make
12:37 me president that's it it's all done i'm handling the problem yeah there's problems and 

they're tough put me in the
12:43 white house and i'll fix them that's what biden and all presidents say then he gets in 

and he's like
12:49 the responsibility of the president is greater than the tools and he has to fix them the 

limits are not well grasped
12:54 well why didn't the hell didn't you tell us what that while you were running and 

people wouldn't vote it for you which then that's a whole other story but you
13:00 see what i'm saying you're running and you're the greatest thing since pipe slice 

spread and all of a sudden now the limits we don't have the tools again
13:08 the entire pathetic weak
13:13 sad um line of reasoning that runs through this
13:20 entire article is we're weak there's nothing we can do
13:25 we're the real victims let's continue the west wing believes there's a time for course 

correction so there's time we
13:32 can fix it we can fix it but what to do whatever will they come up with will it be to 

make a diplomatic deal with the
13:38 russians and to um deal try to do something to get you know say hey russia
13:44 you know look we're going to take the uh i'll remove all sanctions from iran and 

venezuela we'll get their mar uh oil
13:51 back on the market we'll get prices down we'll make a deal with russia to get 

ukraine's wheat out we'll make a food
13:56 prices we got crisis we'll deal with this gas thing so we get fertilizer back out there 

there's some things if i'm
14:02 president i'm thinking about let's see what these geniuses want to do they're going to 

fix it all oh i'm so excited to
14:07 find out which one of those things the plan
14:14 is to put biden on the road to highlight progress being made even incrementally
14:20 in meeting the series of tests with visits this week to california where he will reside 

over some so there we go
14:27 everything's going to hell on your watch okay guys
14:32 i'm ready what's your plan all right okay we got it man we're gonna fix it right we're 

gonna put biden on the road
14:40 okay and he's gonna have a series of tests
14:45 with visits this week to california where he will preside over summit of western 

hemisphere allies
14:51 uh i don't know if you've been following the summits of the americas it's a debacle 

like none of the latino
14:56 countries are coming because the u.s is hosting the summit of americas in california
15:02 they said nicaragua venezuela and cuba can't attend even the president of
15:07 mexico ain't coming like none of the leaders in latin america are coming except the 

puppets and the president of
15:13 mexico and them not coming in those three countries so he's going to start by with a 

debacle
15:19 some of the americas well let's see where he goes from there oh boy the plan is the 

plan is going to work
15:27 so as well as new book new mexico to push for his climate agenda there we go that'll 

surely work he's going to now
15:34 he's not going to do anything about his climate agenda he's going to push for it the 

administration will also set aside
15:40 its reluctance to work with a pariah nation and hopes to spur oil production and it 

plans to sharpen its attacks on
15:47 reply now here we go here's the plan oh man this is going to address prices it's going 

to bring inflammation down i mean
15:54 excuse me it's going to bring um uh uh uh uh uh you know prices down inflation 

down it's
16:02 gonna just do everything this is the one here's the plan that these geniuses at
16:08 the white house have you ready you ready i know you're not ready for this because 

they're smarter than all of us
16:16 it plans to sharpen its attacks on republicans aiming to paint the gop as
16:21 out of touch with mainstream america on issues like gun safety and abortion all while

hoping the upcoming january six
16:27 congressional hearings will further cover the party as too extremist and dangerous to 

return to power let me say
16:34 this again let's evaluate that so you got all of these problems right
16:41 think about it you they started off by saying we got a lot of problems okay what are 

the problems oh all these things are happening you got a war over
16:47 there you got oil prices you got all these things just pummeling it's terrible and we're 

looking bad okay what are you going to do
16:54 we're going to attack republicans and try to make them look worse than us in other 

words think about this what
16:59 they're really saying is our problem that we're going to focus on addressing
17:06 is not the problems of the american people it's not gas prices it's not inflation we're 

going to
17:12 uh hope that january 6 congressional hearings will further color the party as to 

extremists and dangerous their
17:19 plan is to address the way they look to the american people remember what i told you
17:24 at the beginning what did they say they're concerned about
17:29 the midterms they started off by saying that their challenges are threatening to
17:35 overwhelm the administration they were talking about the midterms and what is their

plan
17:40 their plan is sharpen a tax on republicans aiming to paint the glp as out of touch with 

the
17:46 mainstream and then they go on to say hoping the upcoming january sixth 

congressional hearings will further color the party is too extreme and
17:51 dangerous two things what they're saying is we're gonna we want to make the 

republicans look bad because the only problem they're concerned with is
17:57 getting blasted into midterms they don't give a [ __ ] about us let's go on think about 

this they're going to hope the
18:03 january 6th congressional hearings further the republicans is too extremist in other 

words the january 6th hearings
18:08  are just political they're not trying to get justice they don't feel like oh that was a 

threat to
18:13 america we got to address it no they're telling you the truth right now what are you 

going to do with those hearings man
18:18 we're going to try to repair uh we're looking bad we got to make the republican and 

they don't even say they're going to make themselves look better they're going to 
hope the

18:24 hearings color the republicans as extremely too extremist and dangerous to return to 
power in other words we're

18:31 only concerned about the midterms and we don't care about you people we want to 
sap turn you

18:38 into suckers and saps so you'll just say well i can't vote for republicans because 
they're too bad

18:44 because i have to vote for the biden team so their concern is the midterms and they 
don't give a crap about our problems let us continue

18:52 but first aides need to quell the finger pointing that's been erupting internally and the 
increasing concern over staff shake-ups

18:58 according to five white house officials and democrats close to the administration not 
authorized to publicly discuss internal conversations

19:04 they're all they also increasingly are trying to sue the greatest source of west wing 
frustration coming from behind

19:10 the resolute desk and they go on to say the president has expressed exasperation
19:15 that his poll numbers have sunk below those of trump trump while buying routinely 

first into in private as the
19:22 worst president in history in an accidental threat well you may think he's the worst 

president
19:27 in history and an existential threat uh existential threat to the nation's democracy i'm 

not going to say he is or
19:32 isn't that's your right right to your belief joe biden but you got worse numbers if those
19:39 things are true if you're right what does that make you
19:45 if you're right if he is the worst president and all that what does that make you
19:50 he got better numbers than you do so biden's pissed that his numbers are below trump

right
19:58 after publication the white house spokesperson andrew bates said this depiction of 

the white house is divorced
20:04 from reality uh far more prone to salty language behind the scenes than popular 

known not
20:10 that we have more but then popularly not everybody knows biden's an [ __ ] he's 

telling people hey you want to do
20:15 push-ups look fat oh yeah who would have thought that that guy was a jerk biden 

also recently erupted in other words he
20:22 hit the ceiling over being kept out of the loop about the direness of the baby formula 

shortage right
20:28 he didn't want to be painted as slow to act on a problem in fact he wouldn't really 

care about the fact that there's no baby
20:35 formula he didn't want to be painted and slow to act if you start to realize
20:40 these nuts the only thing they care about is their looks
20:45 how they're looked they don't give a [ __ ] about reality hey what about this baby 

food formula babies are starving
20:50 yeah but we got to make sure that i don't look bad here first of all i mean babies who 

cares about them he i don't
20:57 want to be look i don't want it to look like i'm slow to act i don't care if a million 

babies die as long as i don't look like i'm slow to act all right
21:03 let's go on uh some aids fear the moment oh okay we'll
21:08 we'll not forget baby formula member of biden's inner circle including
21:13 first lady joe biden and the president's sister valerie by nolan's have complained that 

listen to this west wing staff has managed biden with
21:20 cleat gloves not putting him on the road more or allowing him to flash more of his 

genuine relatable albeit gaff-prone
21:28 self so his wife and sister but they don't love that guy i'm telling you right now they 

don't
21:33 love that guy they don't even like him what do you think we ought to do with old 

uncle sniffy here
21:40 let's see he's shaking hands with the invisible man he's um in a a a wrestling contest 

with
21:47 the easter bunny he seems lost and confused most of the time let's let him get out 

there and just be his real self
21:56 oh that's a bro i'm all for it i think they should do it they say but joe biden nothing's 

going to happen to him because he's got an
22:02 insurance policy he's got the best insurance life insurance policy in the history of 

humankind kamala
22:09 harris who the hell wants anything to happen to joe biden as horrible as he is with the

thought that
22:14 kamil harris might be president i'm telling you right now if garland nixon ever 

becomes president i'm bringing kamala harris as my as my
22:21  vp because you know what even if i die in office they will give me the weekend at 

bernie's treatment they will put some
22:28 glasses on me and they will wheel my limp dead body out because nobody on this 

earth thinks that kamila harris who
22:35 talks to everybody like they're like they're an elementary school like they're a 

kindergarten
22:40 look well boys and girls the big country attempted little fuzzy
22:47 country and tried to eat it all up we don't want the big country to eat the
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22:52 poor little fuzzy country up that's the way she talks she's out of her mind so there you
go insurance policy he's got

23:00 the best really if you think about the man that you talk about a free hand he can do 
anything he wants for four years

23:06 because they ain't killing it they running them out of office people like they got to get
rid of biden kamla

23:12 harris really i think mike is doing he's pretty good shape right now he's in pretty good
shape all right he's got job security

23:19 that he may be a lot of things but you can't call that man stupid anybody who picked 
pamela harris as a as a um as a

23:26 as a running mate is pretty damn sharp they know how to keep a job on we go
23:32 one person close to the president push for more let biden be biden moments with the 

president himself claiming that he
23:39 does not get to interact enough with voters oh don't we really want to see old brandon
23:45 out here you know what i think they should do with him town hall meetings 

remember like bernie
23:51 did that town hall meeting with the west virginians and stuff like that send old 

brandon out there let him do some town
23:56 hall meetings totally unscripted just give him a mic go ahead there brandon
24:01 you let him have it buddy let brandon be brandon that's what i think they should do 

and apparently there's people in the
24:07 white house that agree so yay the white house has pointed to both security and covert

concerns and
24:13 restricting the travel of the 79 year old president oh yeah oh yeah we can't let this guy

go out there and talk to
24:18 people because uh he might get coven and uh you know he somebody might kill him
24:26 no as i told you even the people that hate his guts ain't gonna don't want to kill him 

so uh he's pretty good he's got
24:32 pretty good job security but let's just hope i mean for for comedians can you imagine 

what jimmy dore will get out of
24:39 this man for comedy sake we got to get joe biden on the road stop off of that let
24:44 us continue remember what i said narcissists never take responsibility
24:53 for their actions and let me read the next sentence a lot of things are out of his control
24:59 and we are frustrated in all democrats not just the white house but any with a platf 

with a platform need to do a
25:05 better job of listen to this you're going to love this you're going to love this this is to
25:10 tell all sins first of all they said a lot of things are out of his control and we're 

frustrated once again we're
25:15 powerless we're the real victims but here's what he says all democrats need to do a 

better job of
25:23 reminding americans of how terrible it would be if republicans take control said 

adrian
25:29 elrod a senior aide on biden's transition team and aided to hillary clinton's 

presidential campaign well thou there she was a she was an aide to
25:36 hillary clinton's campaign i wonder how hillary lost with with um
25:42 rocket scientists like uh adrian elrod i can't imagine so
25:48 everything's going to hell for the average american should we do anything to address 

their problems no here's the
25:53 plan we're going to tell people how bad it'll be if the republicans win how could that 

possibly lose what a brilliant idea man why didn't we think
26:00 of that no we actually thought what are you going to do to make our lives more 

manageable hey joe biden what are you
26:07 going to do to make our lives more manageable and joe's like who i don't understand 

the question
26:14 complicating the white house efforts to turn around the president's midterm fate has 

been not noticed this fate
26:21 now we're in the fate his fate in other words he has no control over this it's just his 

fate you know fate
26:27 is just a fateful situation for him poor bastard just like you know you're walking 

down the street and the
26:34 bird poops on you that's just your fate you know the birds there and moving at 20 

miles an hour the wind's blowing this
26:39 way the poop comes down he gets it's just your faith to get hit by bird poop it's one 

of those things it's going to happen if you live long enough and
26:46 that's joe biden they want to turn around his midterm fate remember what i told you 

in
26:52 the beginning it was clear this was only about the midterms complicating the white 

house efforts to
26:57 turn around the president's midterm fate has been the exodus of staff from his 

communication shop yeah imagine that
27:03 from press general secretary jin saki who went to take a big barrel of money can't 

imagine why she left to several
27:09 deputy press agents saki's successor kareem jean-pierre took the post with little 

experience you don't need experience you're dealing with these
27:16 these idiots and allies were critical when days later the white house brought over her 

pentagon counterpart john kirby
27:23 to join the staff if you're going to bring in somebody who don't know what they're 

doing why not bring in somebody else that doesn't know
27:28 what they're doing and then you'll have two people that don't know what the hell 

they're doing there we go it's like joe
27:34 biden and kamala harris all right so let's go on the staff drama
27:39 hasn't ended there while biden is undyingly loyal to a
27:45 small inner circle of advisors seems to hate everybody else whispers in the building 

have built over whether the
27:51 return of anita done back to the senior advisor post could portend her eventually 

succeeding ron claimed as the
27:57 chief of staff of course it will they'll bring in a woman and if she's gay or bi or non-

disgendered and something like that
28:05 then of course that's going to fix it all hey what are you going to do with ronclain 

we've replaced him with a woman
28:11 and she's got pink hair oh she buy her gay we're not sure but she's got pink hair so 

that means something we got to get some style points for pink hair
28:18 don't we there we go with words rising about the democrats fate this november well 

what do you know
28:25 who saw that this whole article was not about think about this an
28:30 article in politico right that says there's problems everywhere
28:35 people are inflation there's war there's hunger there's strife stress and plague
28:42 right and you get down to the article really what are you going to address well
28:48 screw all that we're going to deal with the democrats not losing in november but they

don't give a [ __ ] about us in case
28:53 you haven't figured that out they don't care about us they're concerned about their 

fate over which they have no
28:59 control in november on we go with worries rising about the democrats
29:05 faith this no number who's worrying people are worrying about how they can afford 

to fill their tank up hey i was
29:11 planning on taking vacation but instead i think we'll eat uh the white house switched 

to more
29:17 aggressive attacks on republicans recently so there you go hey joe you want to talk 

about what you
29:23 accomplished over the last two years you can't have another damn thing other than 

you know start wars and
29:30 shake hands with invisible people okay that's what we got we got a party that
29:36 says we haven't done a damn thing for you and we ain't about to you notice they 

didn't say hey joe you're going to pass some legislation to help the little
29:43 guy what about the working man what about people over here could you do 

something for the little guy yeah and he's like oh yeah really sure okay
29:49 fine yeah let's get back let's can we deal with reality here let's attack the republicans 

we'll make them look bad
29:55 these dumb jackass sheep will come back and vote for us again and we'll win hey 

what do you think about that don't think
30:00 it's going to work brandon frustrated that the gop has not been called to ask for 

releasing few policy
30:06 ideas of its own wait a minute they just ask you what you're going to do are you 

going to release any politician ideas hell no what do you
30:13 think crazy policy ideas like yeah i got none but i'm frustrated that the republicans
30:19 haven't released any public policy ideas well you better hope they don't because you 

got none
30:27 blind has gone hard after a tax plan put out by renter senator rick scott but these 

broadsides have gained little
30:33 attraction little traction yeah because people are like hungry they're like hey you're 

going to watch tv tonight now
30:39 well i need food food oh anything for food i'm starving to death
30:45 why don't you ride out to get something to eat uh i can't afford gas
30:50 and he's like hey i got a plan you gotta you gotta need you have a tax plan joe well no

of course you kidding me now i'm
30:57 gonna go after the republicans flat tax plan let us continue the president is taking 

action at lower
31:03 prices and fight the global rise in inflation building on the unprecedented job creation

and the manufacturing
31:10 resurgence he has delivered and he's working with congress to cut the deficit as well 

as many of the
31:16 biggest costs families face like energy and prescription he knows what families are 

going through i love that
31:23 president's taking action to lower prices and to cut the deficit
31:29 that sounds good that sounds good what are you doing man i'm working to make a 

hundred billion
31:35 dollars that's what i'm doing i'm gonna make a hundred billion dollars that that's my 

plan a hundred billion how you gonna do it garland well i haven't quite
31:41 worked that out yet but i'm telling you there's a hundred billion coming that's him 

he's taking action to lower prices and fight the
31:47 global rise in inflation and precisely what actions i guess we're just supposed to take 

his word for it huh how about
31:53 this he's working with congress to cut the deficit he just said the republicans won't 

work with him to do a damn thing
31:59  we're working to cut the deficit first of all he ain't even doing that but secondly
32:04 how the hell is that going to help me or what let me ask you this are you going to 

stop quantitative easing hey
32:10 you're going to cut the deficit you're going to stop giving 120 billion is a month to 

the stock market are you kidding hell no our economy will crash
32:16 because the system has failed so we got to prop up the stock market with 120 billion 

a month but other than that you
32:22 we got nathan for you buddy on we go but here we go again what but much of
32:29 what the white house can accomplish is only around the edges what they can 

accomplish in other words there's
32:34 nothing they can do man you got there you got to feel sorry for them they much they 

can just do tiny little things they really can't do anything bold like they
32:41 promised they would do by the sound of the alarm about the potential overturn of roe

v wade and
32:48 continues to push congress act on guns in the yeah okay he also signals in his
32:53 thursday evening speech that he knows that congress at most will pass small 

measures on firearms that will leave
32:58 much of his party dissatisfied okay wait what are you going to do well i don't really 

have a plan i'm going to say the
33:03 republicans look bad uh january 6 we're going to hope that helps and then
33:09 i don't think there's pretty much anything i can get through bad news buddy you're 

screwed uh and while biden has
33:15 received high marks even from some republicans for holding together an alliance to 

stand up to russia in the
33:20 wake of its invasion of ukraine hi marks people are like you're giving 40 billion
33:26 dollars these nazis and i don't have a dime dude and let me tell you what little support

you got left for the ukraine
33:31 that's going that's gonna go people are paying like six seven eight bucks a gallon they

don't give a crap
33:37 about the nazis in ukraine trust me even if they weren't nazis people would get old 

that stuff would get old real quick
33:45 and the republicans good job you love this he's repeat he received high marks
33:50 even from some republicans for holding together an alliance that will stand up to 

russia yeah when it comes to war one thing
33:57 about both parties hey we got a war going on that could possibly cause an extinction-

level event oh we about got
34:02 great job there buddy but i thought wait a minute he's got high marks from 

republicans i thought
34:08 that earlier in this thing he said that he was going to try to say that the republicans are

extremists that shouldn't hold office i would agree
34:15 based on the fact that they're supporting you you idiot voters this fall will likely care
34:22 far more about some of the wars aftershocks as further strain on supply chains has 

only added to rising
34:27 inflation and most pay only for the white house soaring gas prices
34:33 then they go onto some other stuff saudi arabia uh
34:40 listen to this pines inner circle is well aware of recent presidential precedent 

presidents ronald reagan and bill clinton both overcame in rough
34:46 midterms but h.w bush and especially carter were
34:52 felt by shaky economies and rising inflation in other words this whole thing is about 

saying it's not his fault
34:58 nothing to me they don't talk about the fact of that what happened in the 70s was as a 

result of all the money was
35:03 spent on the new on the vietnam war can't talk about that can we carter lost because 

of inflation and bad
35:10 feelings about the economy vietnam war and a sense that america was flailing
35:17 unlike now totally different inflation bad feelings at the about the economy a
35:23 sense that america was flailing that's why carter lost totally different than the way 

things are now
35:28 he can't just be a mourner in chief he just can't play defense he needs to be on offense

and convince americans that despite the challenges better days are
35:35 ahead uh so you got to convince people of something that isn't true what's the plan 

we got to go out there
35:41 and give people the message what's the message things are getting better are things 

getting better are you kidding hell no we're screwed but we got to convince these 
idiots and sheep of that

35:47 or they'll never vote for me all right so that's brandon there we go now here's
35:52 a uh oh you're gonna love this one oh you're gonna love this one this is a good one
35:59 so speaking of joe biden's neocon policies and how they're looking out for the
36:05 little guy 
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36:06 let's move forward to europe yes siree the europeans are really showing those damn
ruskies aren't they

36:11 they're giving them whatnot they are they are um sanctioning the russkies they're 
giving

36:16 to ruski's hell let's take a look at how bad the russkies have it authorities in warsaw 
have allowed

36:21 citizens to forage for firewood and forest to keep their homes heated amid spiraling 
energy

36:28 crosses the crisis poland is in the midst of a cold shortage after banning
36:34 russian imports so
36:39 we fixed the russians we're not banning them we're not taking coal and gas from 

them anymore okay what are we going to
36:44 do boss well you could wander around the uh forest and see if you can find some 

wood that i maybe i don't know
36:50 now i would imagine if you're living in warsaw like let's just say in an apartment 

what
36:56 the hell is wood going to do you where you going to burn it where you going to burn 

it you can't start a fire in your apartment you don't
37:03 have a chimney i mean the people who have wood stoves
37:08 are already out and fireplace places are already out of the rural areas and guess
37:14 what they probably already got firewood but they're going to be now allowed to
37:19 forage that's where these idiots have taken the eu they are
37:24 now foraging they have been foraged for hundreds of years
37:29 uh people in this day and age shouldn't be foraging that's not like i get it
37:35 what are you going to do today garland well after i sharpen my stone tools and start
37:41 a fire with this piece of flint and steel uh and run from a saber-toothed tiger i
37:46 think i'll do some foraging that's what hey what do you like to do garland golf uh 

play cards maybe a little bit of
37:52 fishing nope i'm a forager because that's what my ancestors did got to get back to 

foraging
37:59 it's always possible and you're going to love this talk about neoliberalism it is always 

possible with the consent of
38:05 foresters to collect branches for fuel deputy minister of climate and energy edward 

something or others said
38:12 those wishing listen to this this is neoliberalism you'll love it those wishing to gather 

what now you're walking out in the woods you're cold
38:19 because these jackasses that run your country have decided they're going to show 

russia's they're not going to get coal or gas from russia anymore
38:25 those wishing to gather wood must first undergo training and obtain permission from 

the local forestry unit you talk
38:32 about neoliberalism hey i'm going to gather some wood but first you must be trained 

how to gather wood
38:39 people have been gathering once but ever since there was people when they couldn't 

even talk when they
38:45 were like communicating with simple grunts and clicks walking around with a
38:51 rudimentary stone tools they knew how to gather wood if they didn't gather wood
38:57 they didn't cook whatever animal they'd gotten with their spears and they died of 

starvation of course they could
39:03 forage for nuts and barrets foraging was nice and now people are back to foraging 

okay good exercise
39:09 but these mutton heads are now like people can only take branches already
39:15 lying on the ground and cannot cut down trees only branches kids will be gathered at 

the same time
39:20 the collective branches cannot be thicker than seven centimeters talk about 

neoliberalism hey go forage but
39:26 first we got to train you how to forage and then you've got to carry a gauge with you i

guess you'll get a ticket
39:32 these jackasses have cut off coal from russia they've cut off gas the people are like 

i'm
39:38 freezing go gather some firewood fire did you say forage for firewood yeah go
39:44 do that and by the way here's a little gauge it's a seven millimeter gauge the branches 

can't be bigger than that we're
39:50 gonna have to give you some training because foraging isn't just something anybody 

can do well i wonder if they
39:56 will have a certificate like a certified forager he explains wait
40:02 that branches should be taken to the local forester who will issue an invoice 

collectors will have to pay between
40:07 seven and thirty zlotys which is about seven dollars four pounds because 

approximately one quarter of a cubic
40:14 meter of firewood it's cheaper to d it would be cheaper
40:21 to burn your furniture it'll be cheaper to melt gold in your house a quarter of
40:26 a cubic meter of firewood for seven bucks and you have to be trained
40:33 neoliberalism has destroyed the eu that my friends is neoliberalism if you want
40:39 to forage for wood you must first be trained by the government
40:44 right um and uh what does it say
40:50 you're going to be trained by the government and get a permit to forage for wood and

then you can only get wood laying on
40:57 the ground so are they going to have the cops out there running through the woods 

following people hey you broke that branch off
41:02 that one's broken off of a tree put that branch back and they're going to give you like 

some duct tape where you got to tape it back to the tree and hope it
41:09 grows or you get fined 100 bucks and then oh there you go picking wood up off the
41:14 ground and it can't be larger than seven meters right where is it
41:20 only branches at the same time they cannot be thicker than seven centimeters well let

me ask you something
41:26 why there's a dead piece of wood lying on the ground
41:31 rotting and you look at it and you're like man that's eight centimeters that's [Music]
41:38 darn darn it i wanted to burn that piece of wood we're gonna freeze the death tonight 

this weekend all the wood we
41:43 found was eight centimeters what is the logic of saying that a cold family who's
41:50 freezing can't get a piece of wood because it's eight centimeters in fact
41:56 wouldn't you want larger pieces of wood to put in the fireplace so they'll burn longer 

i have a fireplace i can tell you
42:04 you want bigger you get the wood the fireplace going with small pieces
42:09 and then you put bigger pieces in and like if you're going to leave it for a while you 

put a bunch of big pieces in i don't use it to heat my house i mean i
42:16 like the heat off of it i like to sit in the couch in front of a fireplace and watch tv or 

something but i guess if i
42:21 was in poland i'd be cooking and whatever i could forage up to eat i guess in the 

forest i'd be cooking that
42:27 too moss or whatever the hell i guess you could eat moss i put it like this the poll the 

polish
42:32 people better find out if they can eat moss because they ain't going to have a whole 

lot else all right
42:38 polish prime minister matus mara zwiki whatever the hell that government has 

blamed the war in ukraine
42:44 for skyrocketing energy costs it and perhaps i'm just going to throw this out there 

probably completely unrelated but
42:50 the war in ukraine and perhaps the fact that your own government banned buying
42:56 coal and gas from the country that was supplying all your coal and gas i'm not going 

to say
43:03 that maybe the war in ukraine could have been tangentially related but the fact
43:08 that you said we're not where do we get all our coal and gas from that country that's 

next door we're not buying
43:13 anymore okay hey you know one thing we don't have coal or gas gee how do that 

happen
43:18 i must be the war in ukraine critics say the conflict is only partially to blame arguing 

that cost has
43:25 risen for the past seven years inflation in poland has climbed 14 in recent weeks with

fuel prices hitting about
43:31 1.87 cents per liter i don't know what kind of fuel that is wood maybe do you
43:37 have to measure your gas to make sure it's not bigger than eight or eight i don't know 

what the hell the
43:43 demand for raw materials in poland has far exceeded domestic output since a ban on 

russian coal was imposed
43:52 though the military conflict in ukraine warsaw has been calling for a complete 

complete embargo on russian energy
43:58 in march the eu nation said it would enter all russian energy imports including oil gas

and coal by the end of
44:06 2022 according to media reports poland's wood imports from russian belarus stopped
44:11 completely at the outbreak of the conflict and those from ukraine have fallen by 

around 75 percent you know what i have to say about dumbass people
44:20 they get what they got coming i am happy for the poles i am so happy
44:27 to see the poles wandering through the forest foraging for wood and i guess food 

soon good for them
44:34 excellent for this reason if you're that damn stupid you should be poor look let's face 

it
44:41 if your brain has regress to that of a knuckle dragon
44:47 caveman nothing against caveman's men then you should live like one if you
44:53 think like a caveman you should live like a caveman these idiots are thinking
44:58 like cavemen and they are living like cavemen and that's what's and guess what
45:04 germany you should read that article you know what uk and france and italy read that

article because you'll soon be
45:10 foraging yourself you'll be foraging for food you'll be for wandering the streets like 

zombies
45:18 which is something you won't find in the eu right now if you're a zombie and you're 

living off brains you're going to
45:24 starve to hell to death in the eu because these people are stupid beyond
45:29 belief um that's it the brandon administration
45:34 is perplexed bewildered i don't know could it be the fact that people don't
45:41 like uh foraging in the woods and i once now if you know i've said you
45:46 know all of the old fables that i read when i was a kid had people sitting around 

eating porridge and i've said for
45:53 a while the people in um in in europe are going to go back to porridge
45:59 i disagree now i was wrong they ain't even gonna have porridge porridge i 

understand it's pretty tasty and they'd
46:04 be they will be happy to get their hands on some porridge but that ain't what they're 

gonna get here's what i would
46:09 say i i once went with this guy on a um on a walk through washington dc through the

park one of these parks and it was
46:17 one of these things where i did they identified edible plants you walk through it like 

see this right here it's got lots of vitamin d e and z and
46:24 whatever right look at this that looks like a common plant doesn't it nettle leaf well 

do you know it's one of the
46:29 great oh dandelion leaves full of vitamin whatever beta-carotene you name it right so

you walk through the woods
46:35 they showed us this wild uh pulled up this wild garlic and i mean cleaned it right off 

bit at
46:40 the stuff it was delicious actually it was gar it was a wild garlic and it tasted like you 

know garlic but it but
46:47 you could actually bite it you need it because it didn't have that really strong garlicky

flavor it was just a
46:52 mild garlic it was awesome here's what's going they need to do in europe
46:58 they need to get some people to take them on some nature hikes and identify um
47:04 edible plants you might want to you might want to work on edible plants you might 

want to practice your foraging if
47:10 you live in england if there's a forest nearby and you could forage you might want to 

practice your foraging you might
47:16 want to really get sharp when you're foraging because i think those are skills you're 

going to be needing a
47:21 furrier um you know what that is the person who does i knew a guy that did that he 

did horseshoes like where my
47:26 sister lives which is not i mean she's not far from here i mean you know 15 20 

minutes in the area we live in maryland
47:33 is high very very very highly populated i'm just saying she lives in an area
47:38 where there's all these horse farms and stuff right well guess what europe for so that's

how i know a for a furrier
47:45  is the person who works on uh does shoes horses right there's a good job if you
47:50 if you are in europe you might want to practice your furrier skills because when 

industry closes down there's going
47:57 to be going back to a lot of horses and buggies maybe building buggies um buggy 

maintenance things like that
48:03 you know things like that maybe um hand looms you might want to get some sheet 

you might want to carry some [ __ ] you
48:09 take care of some sheep because that way you'll be able to you know get your own 

wool and um you know one
48:15 person can wash the sheet while the other person forages for you know when you 

cook the sheep or whatever the hell you're gonna do at night you gotta have
48:21 to forage for woods so i'm just saying i'm just trying to look out for the people in 

europe they are following
48:28 brandon down the road to economic hell and there's gonna be a price to pay uh
48:33 shout out to the polls i got to give you credit man i thought those i thought the days 

of foraging were behind us
48:39 but the polls are forging ahead with the forage movement and in fact you know how
48:44 like the hipsters now the big there's a big thing right i don't know about it the with the

hipsters of having chickens
48:50 apparently in fact i got a neighbor right who's they got a beautiful home right 

gigantic garage all
48:57 this stuff right they got all these all the toys that you could ever imagine you know 

what i mean these um john deere
49:02 things that you with the six wheelers that you ride the kids are riding up down to 

riding around going back in the
49:08 woods making trails with all these things so they do all the hip stuff right my next 

door neighbor but
49:14 i look over there one day and they got a chicken coop and it's like cool modern 

chicken coop not like the old-fashioned
49:20 chicken coops from the country this is like the cool hipster modern they're young 

cool hipster modern chicken coop
49:26 with like it looks like a gigantic you know like the guinea pig cages they have with 

all the things for guinea pigs it's
49:31 literally like a giant guinea pig cage right and so that's the hipster stuff i'm just saying

in europe
49:37 maybe even here but definitely europe you're going to want to you're going to want 

to go with uh you're going to go with some chickens some sheep some
49:44 chickens and find some way to protect them because the ukrainian refugees they're 

coming
49:50 and they they're going to be hungry because they don't have a place to stay they can't 

very go go back to ukraine
49:55 that ain't an option your country ain't going to be happy with them because they're 

going to be pissed at them blaming them for everything you know
50:01 it's not really their fault um but you know hey they're going to be caught up and uh
50:07 hopefully some of them won't get eaten that would be a terrible outcome you know 

look out but i mean these people are refugees women and children running
50:12 from war um i think i mean if you ever heard of the donner pass
50:17 people get hungry sometimes things happen i'm just saying things happen so let's just

hope nobody gets
50:23 eaten and the foraging skills are good and sheep chickens things like that let's go
50:30 back to that time in europe and rapidly we're going there when people had sheep and 

chins and things
50:37 like that and they could live off the land and i'm not going to say that you're going to 

be a peasant but
50:42 you're a big peasant i mean i guess i really shouldn't say that but yeah you could 

you're you're going to pretty much be a peasant you're
50:48 done you're screwed you can thank ursula vonderlion olaf schultz uh
50:55 macron bojo you can thank all these geniuses brandon you can think all these 

geniuses
51:01 you had it all you had it all oh germany how about the autobahns
51:06 porsche's going at 150 kilometers an hour all over the place these beautiful
51:11 buildings in germany where like at certain time of day the whole building like the the

all of the window shades
51:17 and stuff closed to keep the sun out for uh better energy i mean they had it all
51:25 and they threw it all the way just to get the brewskis and now it's back to foraging
51:32 so it is what it is okay well you know let's go again as i said i'm mad at him um 

maybe that is a green thing you know
51:39 maybe that's the whole green thing going on you know we'll go back and we'll stop 

the energy output and you know one thing
51:44 you have to worry about is carrying around a snow shovel to shovel all the horse 

poop on the street because we'll be back to horse and wagons so of the
51:50 usa the us i mean gas will be high but let's face it the us can make its own fuel can 

can the us can survive
51:59 russia can create its own fuel russia can grow its own food it can create its own 

energy and grow its own food the u.s
52:05 can do that canada can do that you can't do neither one of those things
52:12 you but i tell you what you guys can do you can forage see how that works out for 

you best of
52:18  luck with the foraging in the future all right so let's move on

As always:

Review the available evidence and draw your own conclusions.
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